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Professional Services

Explore
Confero Universe!
We are an official partner of Creatio – a
leading provider of business process
management system and CRM, as well
as FICO, Oracle, Mambu, Microsoft,
Middleware, Ondato, OpenText and
Dow Jones – leading software and
information service providers. This
partnership enables us to keep building
our expertise, to improve our products
and services, as well as develop client
network.
High level of quality and information
security in all areas of our business is
proved by international certificates
ISO 9001 and ISO 27001.

We are a new Latvian IT company. In
a few years of our operation, we have
developed several areas of business –
development, testing, integration,
software, IT infrastructure service. In
each of these areas we have attracted
clients, whose loyalty and trust we highly
appreciate.
Our story began with an innovative
idea that brought together a team of
professionals who used to work together
before, accumulating knowledge and
experience for many years being in
charge of support and IT development of
a large bank. We truly understand your
values – we come from an IT team of a
successful commercial bank.
We stand out with our extensive
knowledge of financial services and
accounting principles, as well as
industry standards and requirements.
We are experts of ensuring continuity
of processes and system performance,
which makes us an invisible, yet vitally
important element of your success.
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Our productive activity resulted in
release of turn-key modules on Creatio
platform and our own software products
for financial institutions and service
industry companies, about which we will
tell you more in this brochure.
Our product line was created with the
aim of helping our clients to be closer to
their customer. We would be glad to let
the technology bring us together and
welcome you among our partners!
Best regards,
Rolands Citajevs
CEO
Confero Technologies, SIA

Online
Banking
Reliable and user-friendly
multichannel solutions
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Internet Bank
•

Support of all products and operations

•

Mobile application for iOS and Android

•

Flexible settings of user access rights

•

Replication database

•

Integration with Creatio and Confero Core

•

Three authentication options

Wide range of functions makes our
Internet Bank one of the most demanded
instruments for medium-scale financial
institutions.
We offer our clients support of all
products and operations: payments,
including standing orders, loans
deposits, payment cards, securities
(portfolio report and transfers), client
questionnaire (KYC, MiFID2) and
information update process.

Our Internet Bank stands out among
others with its flexible settings of user
access rights, multilevel signature,
operation with several companies
at once
Enjoy the advantages of intuitive
adaptive design, supported by the
majority of popular operating systems
and browsers, as well as mobile
application for iOS and Android.

Multichannel and cross-platform
solution for managing all
banking products, which takes
your remote customer service
to a new level and increases
branchless outreach

Use flexible settings of user access
rights to grant access to each
representative of a corporate client
in accordance with the person’s
authorization from the company. The
functions include multi-signature – an
option for each representative to handle
the accounts individually or jointly
with one or several representatives.
Multiclient mode offers one Internet
Bank user to work with all the clients
represented by this user in one
application. Also, one can upload
payments and download reports in
various formats.
The system offers middle office
employee’s workplace for customer
support, i.e., the support employee
sees in the same what the client sees
in the Internet Bank and can also draft
documents or payments for the client
and send them to the client for signing.
Also there is an option of sending
individual or group messages for preconfigured or custom groups of clients.
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Replication database of accounting
system, enables one to work offline and
minimizes the chance of unavailability of
information for the client in the Internet
Bank.
Integration of a separate boarding
module of the Internet Bank with the
CRM system ensures smooth account
opening process for new clients.
Upon integration with Creatio, digital
processes of client’s document and
order processing ensure flawless and
quick service. A tool for control of
authorization and access management
enables automated disconnection of user
with expired authorization. The module
provides client’s questionnaires and
automated client’s data update, as well
as access to scanned copies of client’s
documents stored in the bank.
We ensure security and compliance for
each of our three authentication and
authorization options (SMS, physical
Digipass and Mobile Authenticator by
OneSpan, as well as our own Mobile
Authenticator, integrated into the mobile
app). Inbuilt blocking procedures,
simplified mode for operations between
accounts of one and the same client,
limits on operations set by the bank or
the client, online blocking of payment
card, settings for SMS notifications,
logs and audit register – all that ensures
the necessary balance of security and
convenience for the user.
The product is compatible with standard
systems of automated monitoring. We
have created convenient administration,
quick setting of classifiers, catalogues,
verification rules, tested recovery
procedures, and performed successful
stress and penetration tests.
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Open Banking
•

PSD2 core services

•

Trust manager

•

Authorisation server

•

Resource server

•

Customer portal

•

Administration functionality

Ensure a range of interfaces
according to the EU legislation
requirements
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Open Banking provides the XS2A (access
to account) access interfaces (APIs)
for the PSD2 regulation based on the
Account Servicing Payment Service
Provider (ASPSP). The XS2A interfaces of
the Confero Open Banking system are
implemented according to version 1.3 of
specification “Joint Initiative on a PSD2
Compliant XS2A Interface NextGenPSD2
XS2A Framework Implementation
Guidelines”.

Our Open Banking solution is the
best choice for simple and safe
compliance with PSD2
The system provides PSD2 Core
Services:
- payment initiation service — a set
of services that allow third-party
service providers to initiate a payment
on behalf of a client. There are also
services available for checking the
payment status and obtaining payment
information. PSD2 provides that all
electronic transactions must be strictly
authenticated by customers, so after
initiating a payment, the customer
authorizes the payment with the ASPSP
authorization tool;
- account information services — a
set of services that allows third-party
service providers to access customer
accounts, balances, and transactions
with customer’s consent;
- confirmation of funds service — a
service that allows you to check whether
a given amount of money is available in a
particular account.

Trust Manager checks the validity
of third-party certificates, including
verification with the state authorities
(QTSP - Qualified Trust Service Provider).
Third-party (service provider) and end
users Authorisation Server is connected
to the ASPSP system to authorise end
users and payments, and to confirm the
authority to perform actions.
Stable Resource Server contains XS2A
interfaces and transforms data from
Berlin Group specifications’ format to
ASPSP data format and vice versa, as
well as audits of all third-party service
providers’ requests and responses to
them. In case of system downtime,
ASPSP sends an error notification
to the third-party service providers
in accordance with Berlin Group’s
specification.
Convenient Customer Portal implies
registration of third-party service
providers and applications, Sandbox –
an authorization tool that allows login
to the ASPSP system and executing
available services during development
and testing, as well as reporting tools.
Broad functionality of the
Administration Module includes
administration of all third-party service
providers’ applications, audit log
containing information regarding users’
activity, their roles and third-party
service providers’ certificate validations.

Core Banking
Powerfull engine for your financial
service business
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Core Banking
•

Single-currency and multi-currency accounts

•

Account statements

•

Currency exchange

•

Internal and external wire transfers

•

Accounting of deposit contracts

•

Accounting of overdraft and loan contracts

•

Automated accounting of interest

•

Automated withholding of commissions

•

Management of limits

•

Interunit accounting

•

Administrator’s panel and reports

•

Standard connectors: Internet Bank,
CRM, AML/KYC, SEPA, SWIFT,
payment card processing

A comprehensive back-end
system of financial transaction
processing with products and
services automatization
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You can set up an accounting system
based on the specific needs of your
organisation (products, limits, rates
and charges, account plan, level of
automation) and integrate it with the
necessary environment (Internet Bank,
CRM, BPM, EXM, DWH, KYC/AML, card
processing).

A well-developed accounting system
for FinTech and middle-scale banks
with installation options: on local
servers, in cloud or as SaaS
Ensure opening accounts and processing
of transactions both in fully automated
and manual mode if necessary. Confero
Core enables you to implement a flexible
policy of commissions for all kinds of
transactions and various types of clients,
based on your business strategy.
You will appreciate the simple installation
process and convenience of use of
Confero Core in an environment you find
suitable – locally, in cloud service of a
provider of your choice and under your
management, or in cloud service under
Confero Technologies management
(SaaS).
We also offer modular complex of
integrated systems, the benefits of
which you can experience by choosing
supplementary products of Confero
Technologies for your environment. This
approach gives you:
- all the necessary processes launched
within your organisation as quickly as
possible;

- strong development of your business
for years ahead;
- technological independence, where
each system of the SOA can be replaced
by a system of another provider if
necessary.

Creatio
Intelligent low-code platform for
management of business processes and CRM
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Compliance
Management
•

Compliance incidents

•

Pre-configured compliance processes

•

Know-your-customer information

•

Lists of undesirable persons

•

Automated client’s risk scoring

•

Client’s questionnaires

•

Automatically generated notifications

•

Links between a client and
a group of related persons

Implement automation of tasks in
the field of KYC, AML, CFT
regulations’ requirements to ensure
timely execution of all the
necessary measures to comply with
the provisions of internal and
external regulatory enactments
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Register compliance incidents in
accordance with KYC, AML, CFT
requirements. The functions of the
module include automated registration
of incidents (alerts), classification by
topics of messages received to the
designated emails; import of incidents
from external systems or creating
incidents based on internal regulations,
as well as gathering of initial information
and decision-making for investigation
of the incident.

Our compliance management
module ensures possibility
to introduce automation of
decision-making, scoring and
screening processes.
Pre-configured processes – client
onboarding; regular monitoring of
activities of the clients, processing
requests from partners of the financial
organisation or government institutions,
investigation of suspicious transactions.
The module offers a turn-key integration
with FICO, Siron™ KYC and Siron™ AML
products or other similar complience
alert generation systems.

The mechanism of undesirable persons
implies maintaining the list of persons
regarded as undesirable and adding
new persons to it, both determined by
the organisation internally and those
included in external sanctions lists. The
system offers automated import of lists
from external sources (like OFAC, EU, UN
UK, Dow Jones sanctions lists), as well
as automated checking of clients and
persons involved in investigations.
The module also contains automated
risk scoring and risk level attributing tool
that calculates client’s risk based on the
information provided in the CRM, offering
an unlimited number of scoring models.
The system enables one to perform
client’s scoring upon onboarding and
regular automated scoring based on the
applied regulations.
The system provides possibility to
add and store various kinds of client
questionnaires (client’s questionnaire,
information about the main business
partners, investment questionnaire etc.).
The module supports also creating
versions of questionnaires, as well as
process of coordination and approval of
questionnaires filled in by the clients.

The materials collected in the course
of incident investigation constitute
a digital case. You can configure
checklists for carrying out various types
of investigations, as well as your custom
classification. Functions include also
planning of corrective measures upon
identified drawbacks, coordination and
issuing of tasks for their elimination. The
module offers highly convenient settings
of decision-making process on various
types of investigations.

The built-in module generates internal
notifications, based on which the
system automatically notifies the user
about the deadlines in accordance with
configuration. This function ensures
timely informing of users about the
need to conduct a scheduled client due
diligence, upcoming expiration dates
of documents, questionnaires etc.,
while through integration with client
communication system the notifications
can be sent also to the client.

The system offers combining related
investigations into groups, collecting
digital documents and recordkeeping
of internal and external communication.
You can accumulate and manage static
and operative KYC information. Digital
archive of documents, information about
the partners and economic activity of
the client. Storing the history of internal
and external communication in relation
to the clients.

Create a chain of client’s relations.
This function provides a possibility
to carry out additional analysis of the
decision-making upon changes in the
key contacts of the client (authorized
persons, beneficiaries, owners), as
well as forming automated group of
interrelated clients based on the key
contacts and other relations of the client
with the possibility to inherit risks within
the client’s group.

Document
Management
•

Library of normative documents

•

Register of external regulatory enactments

•

Library of reports

•

Register of digital documents

•

Configuration of document processing routes

•

Register of digital document cases

•

Management of paper document archive

•

Management of collegial institutions

•

Service calls

Experience wholesome
management of generation,
registration, editing, coordination,
execution and archiving of
company’s documents.

Library of normative documents
enables users to coordinate and approve
documents, control their versions, notify
certain employees or units about a
certain normative document regulating
their work entering into effect. The
functions include connection with
other applications or other documents,
management of access rights based on
levels of confidentiality, classification and
links to external regulatory enactments.

This module can provide full
automation of document circulation in
an organisation processing thousands
of documents daily
You can run your own register of
external regulatory enactments
affecting the operation of the company
and notify the persons in charge
of normative documents about
amendments in external regulations.
Functions of the library of reports
include regulations on generating
reports, publishing them and storing
in a separate library. You can set up
automatic notifying of employees about
updates, as well as store the prepared
reports, being able to group them by
periods – as files or links to documents.
Register of digital documents ensures
registration of all types of digital
documents with notifying the interested
parties, conversion of paper documents
into digital ones using batch scanning
and ensures barcode-based operations.
You can register documents based on
incoming emails, carry out coordination
and approval of documents, as well
as sign documents with a qualified
electronic signature or verify them
through it.
New documents can be generated
from templates with a configurable
flexible numbering system. The register
also contains search tool with filtering
options. You can create documents
automatically from a template, amend
them and keep track of the amendments
within the system.
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Management of access rights is carried
out based on the types of documents.
Use the flexible mechanism of
configuration of document processing
and approval routes, having set up
standard routes of processing based
on metadata of the standard decisionmaking documents on various stages of
the process.
You can form groups of digital
documents of common topic or business
process in the register of digital
documents. The functions include a
chance to form links to other objects
of the system (person, partner, client,
employee, unit etc.), as well as links to
register of paper cases in the archive.
You can manage the lifecycle of a list
of documents included in one case
from the moment it was created to the
moment it expires.
Management of paper case archive
includes registration of an archive case,
links to digital documents or a case,
register of issued and returned cases
or separate documents. You can track
the case “en route”. You can create a
list of cases and related documents for
extraction and destruction in accordance
with the regulations on storage terms.
Compliance with the GDPR requirements
also ensured.
Management of collegial institutions
implies planning of meetings, selecting
matters to be reviewed, forming agenda
of the meeting, online voting on certain
matters, registration of the voting and
storage of meeting minutes. You can
register excerpts from the meeting
minutes, issue tasks and track their
execution deadlines.
Functions of service calls include
registration of service calls from the
users in relation to documents. You
can automatically register and group
the calls by topics, based on the email
address they were received to, as well as
ensure business processes of service call
management.

Risk Management
•

Business objects

•

Incidents

•

Risk cases

•

Catalogue of risks

•

Risk control and self-assessment

•

Preventive measures

•

Audit

Make risk management
processes transparent,
comprehensive and interrelated,
in one word manageable

You can define business objects – the
components of your business that
are susceptible to risks and requiring
assessment. This module offers four
pre-configured categories: business
processes, products, IT systems and
suppliers. You can control the risks, all
in one place, in accordance with the set
regulations, which include provisions on
risk assessment both for new business
objects and reassessment of existing
ones.

A universal functionality of the risk
management module makes it a
convenient tool for a company
of any industry
Initiate the risk control and selfassessment (RCSA) process, where
management and personnel of all levels
of the organization jointly identifies
and assesses risks and decides on
appropriate mitigation measures.
The existing methodology allows for
simultaneous management of inherent
and residual risks.
Register incidents indicating probable
occurrence of risk, import incidents from
external system. The module provides
automated registration and categorising
an incident received to a specifically
created email address. Review incidents,
collect information and make decisions
on the need of risk case initiation.
You can register risk cases in a
digital risk case folder. The module
ensures categorisation of operational
risks in compliance with BASEL
methodology, easily configurable
custom categorisation, registration and
classification of losses, categorisation of
related digital cases.
You can plan corrective measures
regarding the detected risks, coordinate
and issue tasks to be executed. Use the
convenient configuration mechanism for
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review process and decision-making by
various types of risks.
Risk catalogue offers registration and
classification of risks identified within
the organization. You can appoint the
persons in charge, as well as store the
documents regulating the processing
of risks. The risk catalogue is linked
with objects susceptible to risks in
the organization (business processes,
information systems etc.), which
enables the organisation to create a
comprehensive risk management system.
Define and plan preventive measures for
risk mitigation. Based on the activities
provided by the regulations, the system
automatically generates tasks for the
employees in charge. Use a business
process that tracks execution of
activities and approval of results.
Functions of audit include planning of
internal and registration of extraordinary
audits; flexible mechanism of creating
custom checklists for audit; collecting
documents and registration of
communication; registration of results of
the audits held.
Coordinate the identified drawbacks
and keep track of execution of the audit
recommendations, create reports on
audit results to be reviewed by the
collegial institutions of the organisation.
Use the option of registering the results
of the external audit and control over
execution of the recommendations.

Loan Origination
•

Applications

•

Questionnaires

•

Register of undesirable persons

•

Documents

•

Products

•

Agreements

•

Loan portfolio incidents

•

Pre-configured processes

•

Credit risk management

Register and review applications
to commercial loans and loans to
individuals. This module includes
selection of available products, match
check in the list of undesirable persons,
inquiry of credit history in external and
internal registers, debt-to-income ratio
calculation. Loan originator ensures
decision-making process in accordance
with the type and terms of the product,
import of applications from external
sources, as well as record of decisionmaking process history.

Managing all loan processes in one
place saves time and reduces errors
Register questionnaires of borrowers
and affiliated persons and use automated
tool for generating persons out of the
questionnaire data in accordance with
the application review process. This
module provides flexible mechanism of
creating new types of questionnaires.
Functions of the register of undesirable
persons includes an option of importing
lists from external sources, as well as
checking the lists for the information
about the persons upon reviewing the
applications.

Manage loan application
processing, issue loans
and prevent risks in one
Creatio module

Register documents of any type
based on incoming emails, turn paper
documents into digital ones. A user
can access safe digital signature and
its verification. Carry out document
coordination and approval of business
processes and manage access rights by
type of documents.
Module’s product catalogue implies
flexible settings for product parameters.
Register loan agreements after reviewing
applications and use the integration with
an accounting system.
This module offers registration of loan
portfolio incidents (revaluation of
collateral, payment schedule defaults,
breach of agreement, request for
amendment of terms etc.), automated
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registration and classification by themes
of incidents received to specific email
addresses. You can import incidents from
external systems, collect information and
carry out incident investigation. There
are also automated notifications to client
available regarding registered incidents.
Set up checklists for carrying out all
types of investigations, as well as create
custom classification. Plan corrective
actions for the identified deficiencies,
coordinate and issue tasks for eliminating
them. Use option of collecting digital
documents for the investigation, and
option of recording internal and external
communication.
Preconfigured processes include regular
monitoring of loan agreement, incident
investigation, loan recovery. Keep record
and group loan risks in a risk catalogue.
Appoint persons in charge and store
documents regulating credit risk
management. Plan the necessary
preventative measures for mitigation of
credit risks.
Module’s functions imply planning
of regulatory actions that by certain
schedule will trigger loan agreement
performance monitoring process. Use
a business process of controlling the
execution of actions and approval
of results.

Professional
Services
Full stack of technologies from business
applications to IT security
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Professional
Services
•

Quality Assurance

•

Cloud Technologies

•

IT Security

Our company has brought together
high-class professionals, having years
of experience in a finance industry

Quality Assurance
Whether it is a banking system, Internet
Bank, CRM, mobile app or your website,
quality assurance is vital for every
product.

What sets up us apart from others is
extensive knowledge of financial
services and accounting principles
Schedule quality assurance of your
webpage or mobile app in a timely
manner. Our professional testers with
deep knowledge of banking and
financial industry products are here to
support your team and undertake the
entire product – all levels and stages
of lifecycle of the quality assurance
process.
Confero Technologies team has broad
experience in designing and conducting
functional and integration testing,
developing test scenarios and compiling
reports on the testing.
We also offer regular testing of weboriented products (websites, onlinestores, etc.) for compatibility with new
browser versions.
Cloud Technologies
For any company, scalability, mobility,
availability, fault tolerance and
flexibility of business are crucial.
Use of modern cloud technology
ensures full implementation of all the
abovementioned aspects.
Our team offers cloud technology
services, including:
- road-mapping strategy of use,
- risk assessment,
- development of IT infrastructure
in accordance with the required
performance and reliability,
- drafting a plan of migration to and
from cloud,
- administration and support.
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Our certified specialists are experienced
in working with cloud service providers
like Microsoft Azure, Amazon Web
Services, Oracle Cloud.
IT Security
Ensuring high level of information
security is an essential part of any
modern business.
Our experts are offering compliance
analysis in accordance with the
regulatory requirements (FCMC, PCI,
PSD2, MiFIDII, GDPR, SWIFT, etc.).
This service consists of analysis of
current state, followed by drafting and
submitting a report, recommendations
on eliminating nonconformities, as well
as supporting the company throughout
audits conducted by supervisory bodies.
Our experience enables us to carry
out development, implementation and
management of information security
systems. We operate in accordance
with ISO/IEC 27001:2013 standard, as
well as banking industry regulatory
requirements. This service includes
drafting normative documents in the
field of information security (policies,
rules, procedures, instructions), as well
as analysis, configuration and launch of
processes for maintaining the operation
of information security systems.
For cloud environments like MS Azure,
AWS, we select technological solutions
and create infrastructure for ensuring the
required level of information security.
Confero Technologies team also offers
its services in initial configuration and
continuous administration of security
systems on the basis of such producers
like Check Point, Fortinet, Trendmicro,
IBM and others.

We are looking
forward to see
you in the family
of our clients!
Contact us and we will tell you more
about our products and services aimed
to ease and speed up daily operations
of your business. These include projects
on information system integration,
professional quality assurance of
systems, consultations on IT security,
architecture, process optimisation, as
well as lease of IT infrastructure and
system administration.
For your convenience we are able to run
projects in English, Latvian and Russian.

Confero Technologies, SIA
23 Elizabetes St.,
Riga, LV-1010, Latvia
Mob.: +371 29596540
Tel.: +371 6777 5111
info@confero.tech
www.confero.tech
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www.confero.tech

